
 

Greetings Chapter-E! 

November is here– the leaves are turning, and we’ve had some 

wonderful riding weather recently.  Great to see many of you 

out enjoying the opportunities! 

Our October 22 tour of Joe Gibbs Racing was a real treat– a 

number of folks from our Chapter, as well as several from Chap-

ters SC-P and SC-F joined in as well.  We would like to take a 

moment to thank Jason Shapiro of Joe Gibbs Racing for making 

this tour possible!  Jason did a wonderful job with the tour, and 

had something of interest for everyone that came.  Your knowl-

edge and insight were a WONDERFUL experience for us!   

Our November Gathering will feature our Entertainment Points 

Auction, starting at 4:30pm.  Those of you who have filled out 

the monthly sheets, and have accrued points will be able to re-

deem your points during the auction.   Many thanks to Susan 

Kruse for her hard work on this program!!! 
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We would especially like to thank those of you who have made an extra effort to get out with us 
and visit other Chapters this month.  It’s been a busy month– with visits to Chapter-A and 

Chapter-P, and a trip down to Eufaula, AL for the Region-A Rally.   Keep up the good work– 
and support of our Chapter.  YOUR efforts and participation are greatly appreciated! 

Please remember Becky Landreth in your prayers.  She is still having a difficult time, and re-
mains in the hospital after her leg surgery. 
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Thanksgiving Dinner: 

Want to have some fun with friends?  

Please join us for Thanksgiving Dinner at Susan and Jimmy Kruses' home. 

Please RSVP by November 11th to Susan or Jimmy Kruse at:  864-380-5069.  

 

Annual Chapter-E Christmas Party– December 10, 2016 @ 6:00 pm: 

Our Annual Christmas Party will be held December 10th at the Gilder Creek Club-
house, 400 Grimes Drive in Simpsonville. 

We will have the meal catered by Kim Stidham, price is $10/person.  Signup sheet 
will be at our November Gathering (if unable to be at the gathering, please email 

us at:  scchaptere@gmail.com  and let us know you will be attending). 

Each person attending is asked to bring a gift (marked for Man or Woman) valued 
at $15-$20.  We will have a “Dirty Santa” gift exchange, with a two-trade limit on 

each item.  The gift exchange is always a BUNDLE of laughs! 

No separate Chapter-E Meeting for December. 



 

We would like to invite EVERYONE to join us for our Weekly 

Friendship Dinners (Tuesdays, Meet at 6, eat at 6:30).  If you have a 

restaurant in mind that you think others might enjoy, why not con-

sider HOSTING one of our Weekly Friendship Dinners?  To host, 

simply get with Carl and LaRue Hallman at our next Chapter Gath-

ering. 

Information and Location of Friendship Dinners (and various 

planned rides or activities) can be found in the Info-Line emails, on 

our Website Calendar, or our Facebook Group Page (as can many 

other events, photos, and shared moments of fun). 

Please share events, stories or memories that you think others 

might enjoy on our Facebook Group Page.  This group is visible to 

all, and regular Chapter-E Participants may sign up to post. 
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Some of our younger folks 

that attended the Joe Gibbs 

Racing Tour got a special 

treat… who knows, maybe 

we’ll see these young 

“drivers” again someday! 

 

Carl and LaRue Hallman, our 

Couple of the Year, are enjoy-

ing fun and laughter at one of 

our Friendship Dinners.   

Working with you- to make our Chapter the 

BEST it can be: 

-Don and Rhonda Weed, Chapter Directors 

Important Reminder: 

Our Regular Chapter Gathering will be November 

12th:  Auction at 4:30, Eat at 5:30pm, Meet at 

6:30pm. 

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/scchaptere
https://www.facebook.com/groups/scchaptere/


 

From the Chapter Educators: 
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  Co-Riders: 

 
 

What can a co-rider do if the driver should become incapable of operating a motorcycle during a ride? 

Here are some steps to consider if you have to deal with an emergency: 

 Get control of the motorcycle, reach forward and grasp the handgrips. 

 Don’t touch the brake or clutch lever, as this will cause a sudden change in motion or direction and complicate the 
situation. 

 Look well ahead and watch where you are going.  You may need to negotiate traffic and the road as you get the 
situation under control. 

 Let the bike slow down gradually- don’t open the throttle, but do let it come to the closed position. 

 Activate the Engine Cutoff Switch, which is near the throttle and RED.  Move the switch to the OFF position and let 
the engine slow down the bike. 

 Find a landing spot if on two wheels.  As best you can, try to find a soft spot to land on when the bike comes to a 
stop. 

 Keep your legs, arms, and hands in close as the bike falls over, you won’t be able to hold the bike up with both of 
you on it from the rear seat. 

 When stopped, make sure you are ok and able to help the rider. 

 Get assistance to the rider- use the CB radio if you have one or wave to others, but communicate some how to get 
help. 

 Recover- Once help has arrived, take a moment to let yourself unwind. This has been an adrenaline pumping ex-
perience. 

Co-Riders, what do you think?  Could you do this if the occasion presents itself?  Think about this before the next time 
you go riding. 

It is also a good idea to practice this with your co-rider.  If the co rider has never driven a motorcycle chances are the co-
rider will not even know where the controls and switches are located.   Practice this at home (you can even put the bike 
on the full stand while practicing the controls portion). 

If not comfortable doing something like this, you may want to have your co-rider take a professional class to learn how 
take control of the bike in case of an emergency. 

As always think safety first, ride safely.  You never know when you may need to put your skills into play. 
 

Jerry and Teresa Hill– Your Chapter Educators 



 

CRUISING WITH THE KRUSES 
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"There is no happier person than a truly thank-
ful, content person" -Joyce Meyer 
 
As Thanksgiving approaches, it can be a time of reflec-
tion to ask: "what are we thankful for?" 
 
Being part of GWRRA, we are thankful for all the people 
we have met, things we have learned and places we have 
traveled. With that being said, we feel enriched and truly 
blessed to have a "new family of friends". 
 
We understand to nurture friendships and help them 
grow, takes time, patience and understanding. 
 
We want to wish all our GWRRA friends, a healthy 
Thanksgiving that is filled with fun and lots of love. 

 
Recently we had the opportunity to to visit SC-
Chapter S in Lexington. They were very wel-
coming and a good time was had by all. 
THANKS John and Cindy Wood! 
 
The Motorist Awareness Alliance meeting was 
another opportunity to connect with folks con-
cerned about the safety of motorcycle riders. 
 
THANKS MAA for all the information and sign-
age! 
 
Please keep each other in your thoughts. THANKS for keeping us updated on the health 
and well being of the folks in Chapter E. 
 
Happy Thanksgiving!  

-Jimmy and Susan Kruse 
Assistant Chapter Directors 



 

From the MEC Corner: 
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Its ALL about the FUN!!!  
 

October was another busy and fun month for Chapter E.  We started the month with a ride of course!  Robert 

Hartzell led us (by car due to a dead battery on his Spyder) to Southside Smokehouse and Grill to have lunch with 

a Can-Am Group from SC-NC.  Afterwards, Paul Workman led us around Lake Lure and then we stopped for ice 

cream at Dillard’s in Greer on our way home.  It was a beautiful day! 

I rode to the Jacob Hall funeral, joined by John Wood of Ch.P, to show support from GWRRA.  It was amazing at 

the turnout from everywhere showing support for his family! 

A few of us went to visit Ch.A during their monthly gathering.  We had a good time talking with others, and the 

door prizes was hilarious as we all kept trading tickets to let someone else claim one. 

Our scrapbooking event was mostly planning the theme and gathering a list of needed supplies.  We only had 

three attending, Janet Crabtree, LaRue Hallman and myself.  Susan Kruse was stuck across town testifying in a 

court case for work, and would’ve much rather been with us! 

Weekend two brought Hurricane Mathew with lots of wind and rain in the upstate, so all rides were postponed.  

We tried something new for our Chapter: 

Saturday we had our monthly gathering.  Instead of going over everything we did the previous month and all the 

upcoming events, we announced the fun stuff (birthdays & anniversaries with candy given out) and then we had 

FUN!!!  What a great time was had by all… We had two teams playing two different games.  Thanks to those who 

participated in game one: Polly Wells & John Crabtree against Miriam & Tim Hormel to see who could gather the 

most candy corn pumpkins in two minutes.  The Hormel’s won, and it was fair and square (not just because her 

sister Peggy Holder did the counting for them).  Game two brought most everyone to tears with laughter!  The 

Mummy Race put Paul Workman (mummy), Carl Hallman & Jerry Hill against Yolanda Worley (mummy), Janet 

Crabtree & Gary Brown.  The team that had their mummy wrapped the best and made it to the other side first 

won.  Yolanda did a great job winning with the help of her wonderful wrappers.  Paul, on the other hand, was hav-

ing a bit of trouble… Every time he laughed, the toilet paper would rip or fall off and poor Carl & Jerry couldn’t 

keep up… It was absolutely hilarious!!!  Be sure to check out the videos on our Facebook page:  

www.facebook.com/groups/scchaptere/ 

 

On weekend three, five of us rode to Lexington to visit Ch.P at the Flight Deck.  It was an early morning ride, a bit 

chilly, but we survived it.  We enjoyed some hot coffee and good conversations with fellow friends.  After their 

gathering ended, we delivered some Motorcycle Awareness Alliance supplies that we took with us.  I’m glad they 

are on board with helping to get the yard signs and stickers out there for everyone to see!  On Sunday, four of us 

went to the monthly MAA meeting in Anderson.  We turned in another donation for the supplies we had already 

given out and made an additional donation for more supplies.  Be sure to let us know if you would like a yard sign, 

stickers, etc as we have some ready!  
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From the MEC Corner: 
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Weekend four included a ride to Joe Gibbs Racing for a private behind the scenes tour given to Ch.E by Jason 

Shapiro, a personal friend of Don & I.  Joining us was Ch.P of Lexington and Ch.F of Easley.  I can honestly say I 

was blown away!  I thought it would be a visit to the pit crew area, or something similar.  It was far better than I 

could’ve imagined with seeing how things are done from the very beginning to the end.  How the individual parts 

are made, the frame is put together and checked, partial interior installs, to a completely dressed car.  We also 

viewed how certain aspects are checked and tested, found out how many cars they build, how they transport all 

the items needed for a single race, and how many people they employ.  I had no idea how much detail and ex-

treme amounts of money it takes to build a racecar!  It was just an awesome tour!  Afterwards we all went to lunch 

together, eventually (haha)!  I had several little mishaps, but managed to join the group a little later.  

 

Don and I ended the month with a trip to Eufaula, Alabama for the Region A Rally.  I really enjoyed volunteering 

for Membership Enhancement, Rider’s Ed, and Registration. I always meet new people and make a new friends 

everywhere we go.  I must say my favorite new friend is Ed Porter.  I had no idea who he was while I was volun-

teering with him at registration!  It was probably a good thing because I would’ve been more nervous than I was. 

Ed, of course, seems to know everybody on a personal level.  He has a wonderful way of making everyone happy! 

Even though it was the last day, we still managed to have more sign up for a one day pass than expected.  I was 

very proud when Jim Jackson announced at closing ceremonies that I was the “Youngest Rider” at the Region A 

Rally.  I worked hard for the title, and hope I get to keep it for a little while at least.  Don  and I also won some 

small prizes and I even won at bingo twice. 

 

We had four Friendship dinners during October. Our attendance was good with 23 at Coach House, 17 at Jason’s 

Deli, 19 at Full House Sportzaria and 11 at Stax Omega. Be sure to join us for our next one! 

 

-Submitted by:  Rhonda Weed 

GWRRA Membership Renewal Reminders for November     

                                                                                         

John & Janet Crabtree  11/01/92    24 years 

  Bob Eikmeir  11/08/14       2 years  

 

   Please remember to check your Membership Card for 

your Anniversary Date– and make sure your member-

ship is current! 

-Susan Kruse & Rhonda Weed 

   Membership Enhancement Coordinators 

“We’re all about the FUN”! 
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Community Outreach Program 
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TOY DRIVE– November Meeting 

We will have a Toy Drive at our November Gathering.  

Please bring at least one gift per person to donate to a child 

in need.  We would like to donate them to children who 

were affected by Hurricane Matthew.  Many children will 

not receive a new toy this holiday season as their parent(s) 
are struggling to provide basic needs for them.  If you don’t 

like holiday shopping, you may donate money which will be 

used to purchase additional gifts.  Let’s all show how 

“Thankful” we are for all that we have by helping others!  

 

 

 

 

******************************************************************* 

Goodie Store: 

Lost or misplaced any pins or patches?  

Interested in what's new in GWRRA pins, patches and rockers?  

Check out what's in the Goodie Store.  The selection on hand is brought to each meeting.   
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Chapter Mascot Corner: 
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Weather is changing and the leaves are falling. Please be careful when riding on wet 

leaves, also dress in layers or take along some warm clothes for the ride home.  I 

told Jimmy and Susan I need some warm clothes cause I get cold and the fur is just 

not keeping me warm. 
 

I got to ride with Don And Rhonda to the Region 
A Rally.  I had a lot of fun and got my picture 

taken with a bunch of new Mascots. We had 

some great conversations of things that are going 

on in other Chapters around Region-A. I feel af-

ter talking to Don and Rhonda about all I heard 

from the other Mascots (some new things may be 

coming that will bring some new life into the 
chapter). 

Had a great time at the rally– got to meet a lot of new people, and even got to hang 
out with the “imposter” Lucille a bit.  She’s funny… I like to hide up on the top shelf 

in the room, and it usually takes her about 30 minutes to find me there.  When she 

does find me– it makes her hair get all “mussed up” on her back (I think that’s 

weird– mine only gets “mussed up” when I’m on the bike). 

She keeps getting bigger and bigger… she won’t 

ever be able to stay in my tent with me now be-

cause I don’t think her head will fit through the 

door! 

While I was in Eufaula, I tried my best to get on a 

cruise ship… (something about Wingers and 

Waves– I like both).   Just couldn’t get them to let 

me board the ship, though! 

 

Until next month- I hope each of you have a great Thanksgiving.  

 

Ruff Ruff!  

-E-Rider, Chapter-E Mascot 
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Motorist Awareness: 
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Did you know that YOU are our Chapter’s BEST outreach for Motorist Aware-

ness?  First-hand exposure helps other motorists remember that they are not 
the only ones on the road today– and reminds them to stay alert and watch 

for motorcycles (and other smaller vehicles).  No special training is re-

quired… your part may be as simple as wearing a shirt, posting a sign, hand-

ing out a flyer, or as involved as presenting a Motorist Awareness Seminar to 
a Driver’s Ed class.  The choice is yours– but keep in mind, the life that your 

efforts saves may be yours… or someone dear to you! 

 
We have some MAA (not GWRRA) signs, 
bumper stickers , license plates and stick-
ers to get the word out. Please let us know 
if you would like to place a sign in your 
yard or want any of the items. 
 

 

 

 

If you have a yard sign, bumper sticker, or other 

Motorist Awareness item you are displaying, 
please let Jimmy know, as we track our Chapter’s 

efforts and report them Quarterly (and also re-

ceive credit for Chapter of the Year). 

If you are interested in assisting, or working with 

our Chapter Team, please contact our Motorist 

Awareness  Coordinator: 

Jimmy Kruse (864) 561-8939 

 

Remember to LOOK TWICE– Save a Life! 
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Upcoming Events: 
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Please Note:  Any dates or events are subject to change.  For up-to-date info, check our Chapter Web-

site Calendar at:  SC Chapter-E Calendar 

NOVEMBER: 
 
1st  Ch.E  Friendship Dinner: Visit Ch.K and retrieve the Hot Potato at the same time 
                                                                     Grapevine Restaurant, 1926 Boiling Springs Rd., Boiling Springs, SC 
 
3

rd  Ch.E  RIDE: Visit Ch.A and deliver the Hot Potato, Mama Penn’s, Anderson, SC 
 
4th _ 6th   Ch.E  RIDE & Region N Fall Finale (Rally): Johnston City, TN – Details on Chapter Calendar  
  
8th     Ch.E  Friendship Dinner: Chuey’s Mexican,1034 Woodruff Rd, Gvl,  Host: Gary & Angie Brown 
 
12th  Ch.E  Auction: Carolina Fine Foods at 4:30pm  (Spend your entertainment points!) 
 
12th  Ch.E  Gathering & Dinner: Carolina Fine Foods, 625 SE Main St., Simpsonville, SC 29681 
                                    We gather to eat at 5:30pm and our FUN starts around 6:30pm. 
   **TOY  DRIVE**      Please remember to bring a gift to donate per person 
 
12th / 13th  Ch.E  RIDE: TBA (Check our website calendar)  
  
15th     Ch.E  Friendship Dinner: Chief’s, 723 Congaree Rd, Greenville, SC  Host: Carl & LaRue Hallman 
 
17th  Ch.E  Events Coordination & Team Meeting: Location TBA  (3rd Thursday every month) 
 
20th  Ch.E  RIDE: MAA Meeting, Sunset Grill, Anderson, SC 
 
22nd   Ch.E  Friendship Dinner: TBA (See below - Check our website calendar)  
 
24th  Happy Thanksgiving!  Dinner with the Kruse’s (See page 2 for brief details) 
 
26th / 27th  Ch.E  RIDE:  TBA   Due to Thanksgiving 
 
29th   Ch.E  Friendship Dinner: TBA (See below - Check our website calendar)  
 

Ch.E  Christmas Gathering is Dec. 10th – Please RSVP!  Details on page 2 

 

* Friendship Dinners:  We meet at 6:00pm and sit to eat at 6:30pm. All are welcome!  

                                      Dinners listed TBA is because the sign-up for them is done during our monthly gathering. 

**Ch.E  RIDES & Events:  All are welcome!  Two, three or four wheels ok… Any make & model.  Bring friends! 

 

Contact Rhonda Weed if you have any events that you feel should be added to the calendar. 

http://scchaptere.com/?page_id=29
mailto:mec4scE@gmail.com?subject=Events%20for%20Chapter-E
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The History of Rock and Roll 

By: Lyle Watson 

Intro:  

 In August, my wife and I and sister and mom had the opportunity to go the 

Little Theater and see the musical “Rock and Roll is Here to Stay”.  Afterwards I 

talked to Don and Rhonda about a series based on the History of Rock and Roll 

for the newsletter.  I thought it might be a change of pace form what is usually 

published in the newsletter, and if done right, a lot of fun, informative, and to 

those who don’t know about the history, perhaps somewhat surprising.  As such, 

this first part will be an introduction, with some questions to be answered over 

the course of this and information revealed.   Just some of the questions: 

When did rock begin?  

What are its roots? 

What is the first rock and roll song? 

What are the influences on rock and roll? 

Why do the Beatles and Rolling Stones have such different sounds and styles? 

Why are there so many sub-genres that are labeled as rock and roll? 

And these are just a few. 

 

The Roots of Rock and Roll: 

  

 Most people believe rock and roll began in the 50’s. In reality, it began long 

before that, before Columbus arrived in the New World.  One may say, Lyle, how 

is that possible?  There was no rock and roll at that time, nor anything close to it. 

Musically that is true.  However, when one begins to think about the roots of rock 

and roll, and especially the instrumentation, one begins to understand that rock 

had its roots way back.  For you see, one of the most basic instruments in rock and 

roll is the drums.  These drums did not originate here in the New World.  For you 

see, the use of drums, at least for this country, can be traced back to Africa.  It was 

the slaves, brought here  
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against their will, who brought drums with them.  They were used to keep time as 

they sang in their cabins and as they sang their work-songs in the fields as they 

worked.  It was this singing as well that would later influence the vocals of so 

many who would be a part of rock and roll.  The chanting, the yelling, the tempo, 

all these would play a part in this new music when it burst on the scene.  Unfortu-

nately, many slave owners began to forbid the use of drums for fear that they 

would be used to send messages back and forth and could lead to rebellion.  

 Moving forward from the days of slavery, with drums banned, three new in-

struments began to be used musically, the banjo, piano, and the guitar.  The gui-

tar was mainly used by Black folks after the War ended and they became free 

from slavery.  The banjo was used by country folk along with the guitar, and the 

piano, along with horns, became the instruments used in two new forms of mu-

sic: jazz with its horns, and the piano, in ragtime.  Scott Joplin more than any 

popularized the use of the piano in ragtime.  Tin Pan Alley, and Stephen Foster 

would help what was called Popular Music become a part of American Music.  

But there would be another new music that would have its beginnings, and this 

music, more than any, would be a precursor to rock and roll, and that music.  

That music is Blues. 

 

 

Many thanks to Lyle Watson for sharing this 

article with us. 

 

 

 

Stay tuned to our newsletter for more on this topic in 

the coming months! 

 



 

Birthdays and Anniversaries 
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BIRTHDAYS: 

 

 9th - Jimmy Kruse 

11th - Sam Stidham 
18th - Kim Stidham 

18th - Vanna Taylor 

24th - Skip Wiggins  

 

 

 

ANNIVERSARIES:   

 
 
 

5th-Keith and Kim Stidham  

 
 

 
 

 
 GWRRA  ANNIVERSARIES: 

 
Norma Rhea-    11/01/84  (32 Years) 
John and Janet Crabtree-  11/01/92  (24 Years) 
Becky Landreth-    11/18/99  (17 Years) 
Barbara Gerdin-    11/17/05   (11 Years) 
Bob Eikmeier-    11/08/14   ( 2 Years)  
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Chapter-E Classifieds: 
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WANTED ITEMS:   

If you have items that would be suitable to donate for the Entertainment Points Auction  next month (please do NOT go out 
and purchase items), please contact Susan Kruse at 864-380-5069. 

__________________________________________________ 

FOR SALE ITEMS: 

2000 Holiday Rambler Endeavor Motorhome, 36’ with one slide out, 27,000 miles, V-10 Triton Engine, Good Condition.  
$23,000.00.  Contact Paul Workman (864) 991-6969 

2006 Piggy-Back Trailer, has cooler rack in front and spare tire underneath.  Price $1500.  If interested, contact Peggy 
Holder (864) 288-8509 

 
White 2006 1800 Gold Wing with 39,000 miles. Also White Escapade trailer with Chrome wheels & cooler rack and 
cooler. Some amenities are: Kuryakyn Front Wheel cover with Ring of Fire, F4 Windshield with vent, Baker Bilt Air wings, 
Front Fog lights, Kuryakyn Floorboards with Heel-Toe Shifter, Driver foot pegs, Heated Kuryakyn hand grips, Passenger 
Transformer boards, Kuryakyn passenger arm rests, Driver & passenger cup holders, Kuryakyn luggage rack, Trailer hitch, 
Ultimate leather seats, Kuryakyn trunk & saddle bag Light kit, Trunk handle, Chrome tag light cover, Lighted mud flap, Other 
chrome pieces, CB, Stock Navigation System. Always kept in shop. ASKING: $16,500.00 for Motorcycle and $2,500.00 for 
Trailer. OR Best Offer. Contact Charles Coleman on Betty’s FB messenger or Call him – A lot of you have his phone #.  

 

 

 

2005 GL 1800 Gold Wing with 2008 Champion trike kit, EZ steer option, wood burl dash, 
passenger armrests, driver's backrest, amber ring of fire, chrome cowl, trailer hitch, air brushed eagles 
on fenders, lots of extras, 94,600 miles asking $15,500 or reasonable offer.  803-425-7833 or          
phillip.stone65@yahoo.com. 

 

Used Diamond Seat for GL1800 (unheated), needs to be recovered. Has driver backrest and passenger back rest. ($100). 
Full waterproof seat cover for GL1800 seat. Covers driver back rest as well ($50) .  Contact Carl Hallman (864) 254-9465 
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 www.ScChapterE.com 

ScChapterE@gmail.com 

Chapter Gathering:  Second Saturday of the 

Month at:  Carolina Fine Foods– 625 SE 

Main Street in Simpsonville, SC 

Eat at 5:30pm, Meet at 6:30pm. 

http://www.scchaptere.com
mailto:scchaptere@gmail.com

